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Galois theory is a standard topic in every algebra course. Computational and constructive
methods in Galois theory have not yet attained this status.
Algorithms to compute Galois groups go back as far as the nineteenth century and are
described in the classical monograph of Tschebotaro¨w and Schwerdtfeger (1950). A new
chapter of computational Galois theory began with the use of computers. This is marked
by the article of Stauduhar (1973) giving an explicit algorithm for computing the Galois
group of polynomials up to degree 7 (and 8 in his thesis), based on subgroup descent and
numerical approximation of the roots. Recent implementations are available with PARI
up to degree 11 and KANT up to degree 15. The method is now also explained in the
monograph of Cohen (1993) and in the recent algebra textbook of Stroth (1998).
The resolvent method proposed by Soicher and McKay (1985) and further developed
by Mattman and McKay (1997) avoids the precision problem caused by the use of numer-
ical approximations of the roots. Here instead resolvent polynomials have to be factor-
ized whose coefficients can be computed directly from the coefficients of the polynomial
(Casperson and McKay, 1994). The resulting algorithm up to degree 8 is now imple-
mented and distributed with MAPLE V. A theoretically interesting variant based on
symbolic evaluation of invariants is proposed by Colin (1995).
A further method to overcome the precision problem of the Stauduhar method is p-
adic approximation. This has been used on examples by Darmon and Ford (1989) and
developed to an algorithm by Yokoyama (1997). A refined algorithm and an effective
implementation up to degree 15 have been worked out by Geissler and Klu¨ners. These
appear in this issue.
Apart from the algebraic methods mentioned above, in the case of geometric (regular)
Galois extensions of function fields of characteristic zero, the monodromy method based
on topological considerations can be of use. This is not considered here since it fits better
into the context of differential Galois theory. A first satisfying implementation goes back
to Deconinck and van Hoeij and is available in MAPLE V.6 as part of the algcurves
package. For a more detailed discussion of recent developments in computational Galois
theory see the survey article by Hulpke (1999).
Another question of interest is the inverse Galois problem. It is still not known whether
every finite group is a Galois group over a given field such as Q. In particular, there does
not yet exist a general method which allows one to construct, for a given group G,
a Galois extension over Q, say, with group G. However, there are several strategies to
prove existence and compute generating polynomials, see the recent monograph by Malle
and Matzat (1999) for the state of the art.
For the realization of simple and quasi-simple groups as Galois groups the rigidity
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method has proved to be successful. Methods to detect rigid generators of groups are
based on computational representation theory, or nowadays on algorithms from differen-
tial Galois theory too. Other groups can be realized by using explicit Galois representa-
tions.
Composite groups can be reached by solving embedding problems. These can be sep-
arated into split and Frattini embedding problems which behave entirely differently. For
example, in the case of Abelian kernel split embedding can always be solved constructively
(at least over Hilbertian fields) whereas for Frattini embedding problems a cohomologi-
cal obstruction has to be overcome. For a more detailed discussion including embedding
problems with centre-less kernel see Malle and Matzat (1999), and for number fields see
also Neukirch et al. (2000).
With the methods explained above it was possible to construct example polynomials
for many transitive groups of small degree. Complete lists up to degree 12 are presented
in the Appendix of Malle and Matzat (1999). These are continued now up to degree 15
in the article of Klu¨ners and Malle in this issue.
The 12 selected articles fall into four natural parts. The first contains results on the
direct Galois problem and computational Galois theory. It starts with an article by Aubry
and Valibouze on Galois ideals and relative resolvents. The next two articles by Geissler,
Klu¨ners and Malle contain the new p-adic based Stauduhar algorithm already mentioned
above, and the solution of the explicit Galois problem up to degree 15. This certainly is
a milestone in computational Galois theory.
The second part of the issue consists of articles devoted to the construction of families
of polynomials with given Galois group and to applications. Malle describes a method to
find parametric families from specializations via Hensel lifting and presents new multi-
parameter polynomials for some groups including M11 and M12. Using specializations
with good embedding properties, Klu¨ners was able to construct the first SL2(11) poly-
nomials (see the hint on page 53 of Serre, 1992). In the following article, Couveignes
explains methods for the computation of complete Hurwitz families.
The three articles of the third part deal with special methods for the construction
of Galois extensions. Dettweiler and Reiter generalize the Katz algorithm for rigid local
systems (see Katz, 1996) to modular group representations. This is then used to construct
rigid generators for many groups of Lie type over non-prime fields and consequently to
realize them as Galois groups over Q(t) and Q. Dieulefait and Vila report on progress
in using Galois representations for Galois realizations of projective linear groups. Finally
Vela generalizes the method of Serre and Fro¨hlich to solve embedding problems with
kernel C2 to general cyclic kernels and presents a package for the actual computation in
the case of small kernels.
The last three papers contain results on generic polynomials. In the first two of them
Kemper, Mattig and Ledet explain methods for the construction of generic polynomials
with few parameters (in comparison to the essential dimension of the group). In the
last one Ledet proves that the different concepts of generic polynomials in the literature
indeed coincide, which perhaps had not been expected by the experts.
We trust that these papers, together with their references on the literature, give a
good overview on the state of the art of computational and constructive Galois theory
not only for experts but also for interested non-experts.
Finally we thank B. Buchberger for inviting us to be guest editors of a special issue
of the Journal of Symbolic Computation on this topic, the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft (DFG) for sponsoring our preparatory meeting on Algorithmic Methods in Galois
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Theory at the IBFI in Dagstuhl, July 19–23, 1999, and last but not least we thank
Academic Press for publishing the collected articles.
B. H. Matzat
J. McKay
K. Yokoyama
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